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Plan

1 Genererate the events

2 Modifying Pythia and use of SCANDIR
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Generating events with calchep

Got to calchep to generate events for example for pp− > tt̄Z
for ECM=14 TeV and PDF=6tecq6l

To generate use n calchep terminal ready for event generate
with the required parameters.

Generate event from the results directory by using
’../bin/subproc cycle FB Nev’

Create a event folder inside Pythia directory by ’mkdir events’

Copy the events to this ’events’ folder.
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File to connect the events with Pythia

Copy ’event2pyth2.c’ to our ’Pythia’ folder

Compile it by ’gcc -c event2pyth2.c’
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Modify Pythia main file

Copy pythia-6.4.28.f pythiaintfc.f

Comment out two subroutines ’UPINIT’ and ’UPEVNT’

Compile it by ’gfortran -c pythiaintfc.f’
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Modify callpyth file

Add the subroutine in ’main7.f’ from callPYTH.f file.

Add the event folder address to scan by
C—-READING EVENTS FROM THE EVENT
FOLDER———–
NSUB=SCANDIR(’events’)

Also copy the following part from callPYTH.f file to main7.f
after the above line.
WRITE(*,*) ’directory ./ ’, NSUB, ’ subprocesses found’
CALL EVENTSTAT(CS, MAXEVENTS)
WRITE(*,*) ’total cross section ’, CS
WRITE(*,*) ’Max number of events ’, MAXEVENTS
IF(CS.EQ.0) THEN
WRITE(*,*) ’It looks like no generated events found’
STOP
ENDIF
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Modify callpyth file

Edit PYINIT by CALL PYINIT(’USER’,’ ’,’ ’,0D0)

Now modify compileintfc by

cp compile compileintfc
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Jets construction in PYTHIA

Inside PYTHIA jets are constructed by an algorithm called
PYCELL

You have first declare the different PYCELL parameters before
the event loop
PARU(51)=4.5d0 ! range of pseudorapidiy
PARU(52)=1.5d0
PARU(53)=20.d0 ! min summed E T accepted as a jet
PARU(54)=0.5d0 ! DELTA R ( sometimes 0.7 also)
PARU(55)=1.2d0 ! smearing value
PARU(56)=2.d0 ! smearing value
PARU(57)=3.2d0 ! smearing value
PARU(58)=1.d0 !value of E T below which cells are not
considered
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Jets construction in PYTHIA

MSTU(54)=1
MSTU(41)=2 !except neutrinos and unknown particles are
not used
MSTU(51)=100 !no of eta bins
MSTU(52)=72 !azimuthal bin size
MSTU(53)=1 !smearing is on(1 and gaussian distribution) or
off(0)
MSTU(43)=1 !line number N+1 to N+NJET is assigned to
the jets
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Calling PYCELL in PYTHIA

After the parameters given, you can call PYCELL inside the
vent loop by CALL PYCELL(NJETS)

Jets are the deposit of the hadrons in a defined cone defined
by the Jet algorithm.

You can also modify the jets such that leptons are not inside
by modifying the PYLIST(1).
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Jet Algorithms

The most simplest one is the cone defined in η − φ plane,
which is used in the case of PYCELL.

There are other Jet algorithms, viz, CAMBRIDGE AACHEN,
ANTI-KT, KT

Unfortunately we cannot discuss those here but you can look
at FastJet algorithm for this http : //fastjet.fr
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Exercise

Generate pp → tt̄Z at the LHC for 14 TeV with PDF=Cteq6l
and scale

√
ŝ at 50 fb−1

Interface this with Pythia and form the PYCELL JETS.

Draw the Jet multiplicity distribution for this.
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